Pro Scouting Report
PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

#

Pro Position(s)

29

3rd Down RB

Powell, Bilal

Scout Name (Last, First)

10-4-88 (30)

Scott, Austin

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

LOUISVILLE (KYLO)

11-4th-NYJ

NEW YORK JETS

Games Played

Games Started

96

37

INJURIES
KEY STATS

40

Positions Started Captain

42%

RB

No

2011 - No Injuries, 2012 - Right Shoulder (Missed Week 7-9), 2013 - Neck (No Missed
Time) , 2014 - No Injuries, 2015 - Groin (No Missed Time), Left Ankle (Week 7-11 and
Week 17), 2016 - No Injuries, 2017 - Left Calf (Missed Week 6), 2018 - Bulging Disk in
Neck (Placed on IR, Missed Week 7-17)
3439 career rushing yards (4.3 YPA), 16 rushing TDs, 1554 receiving yards (7.6 YPR), 5
receiving TDs in his 8 year career. Recorded 343 yards (4.3 YPC), 110 receiving yards
(10.0 YPR), and 1 receiving TD in 7 games before going down with injury in 2018. Has
missed 32 of a possible 128 career games. Has been a member of a committee his entire
career, never amassing more than 650 snaps in a season.

Height Weight

40 YD

10 YD

5104

4.51

1.53

207

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert
30 7/8 8 3/4 N/A
Arm

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

N/A

N/A

N/A

18

Tapes Viewed

2018: @DET 9/10, @CLE 9/20, @JAX 9/30, vs DEN 10/7, vs IND 10/14

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Vision on Zone/Gap Runs, Feel For Coverage, Hands, Pass Protection

SCHEME FIT

Top Speed, Contact Balance, Ball Control
Rotational running back capable of succeeding in a primarily 3rd down role due to his
receiving ability, vision, and pass protection skills. Limited ability to break tackles,
marginal ball security, and lack of top end speed make him a noncandidate for a true 3
down role.
Either a Zone or Gap scheme, and would be best suited for a passing scheme that allows
him to leverage Option routes out of the backfield and catch screens.

SUMMARY
8th year running back who spent 2018 as his first season in Jeremy Bates hybrid run scheme where he was
asked to execute Zone and Gap runs as well as catch the ball out of the backfield as a member of a committee.
Possesses a lean and muscular frame with average measurables and good athletic ability with good lateral
agility and change of direction skills, solid balance, and adequate explosiveness. Good mental processing to
recognize defensive fronts and prospective rushing lanes pre-snap. Good competitive toughness on display
with a raised desire in the red zone and aggression through contact. Good post-snap vision on Outside Zone
runs, recognizing defensive front movement and reading bounce/bang/bend, with patience to allow blocks to
develop before planting and getting upfield. Very good post-snap tempo and vision on Powers and Counters,
allowing pulling blockers to locate and execute on their targets with patience and cutting tightly off their hips.
Very good decision making and processing skills post-snap, with a natural anticipation of holes that are yet to
be made and feel for defenders leverage with an ability to chain lateral cuts together, due to fluid hips and
good lateral agility, to force defenders to overcommit before hitting his hole. Good burst through his hole, with
an ability to take a hard plant step and make a vertical cut to hit a 2nd gear to get into the 2nd level. Very good
route runner out of the backfield, with a good feel for Zone coverage which allows him to slide to open space as
the check down receiver and a solid ability to read defenders leverage on Option routes and take advantage.
Very good receiver, with an ability to adjust to off-target balls outside his frame, make the catch with soft
hands, and naturally gather the football to his frame and solid ability after the catch to get upfield and take
advantage of defenders leverage in open space. Solid ability to generate yards after contact in the open field
and at the 2nd level due to lateral agility, ability to time his launch forward at the point of contact to fall
forward, and low pad level which all make it hard for defenders to land a solid hit. Very good pass protector,
with a fearless demeanor to meet rushers halfway as opposed to sitting on his heels and the ability to cut
blitzing linebackers below the waist. Adequate downfield burst makes him unable to truly run away from
defenders or hit home runs. Marginal ability to produce yards after contact at the LOS due to slight frame,
adequate play strength, and minimal leg drive, making it easy for defenders to cut him down with arm tackles
and make him a noncandidate to break tackles. Marginal ball security due to adequate functional strength and
frame make him susceptible to punches and rips from 2nd defenders when held up. Overall, he is a rotational
running back capable of succeeding in a primarily 3rd down role due to his receiving ability, vision, and pass
protection skills. Can succeed in any run scheme, and would be best suited for a passing scheme that allows
him to leverage Option routes out of the backfield and catch screens. Limited ability to break tackles, marginal
ball security, and lack of top end speed make him a noncandidate for a true 3 down role.

